1. REFLECTOR SURFACE QUALITY: ELECTROFORM REFLECTOR FROM MASTER TOOL WITH SPECULAR SURFACE FINISH OF 60-50 SC RATING H-DIG PER MIL-O-13830A.

2. MOUNT BONDED TO REFLECTOR USING EPOXY.

3. REFLECTOR: ELECTROFORMED - NICKEL LSN TYPE 1.
MOUNT: 6061-T6 ALUMINUM, BLACK ANODIZ FINISH.

$y^2 = 4Fx$

- PARABOLA EQUATION
- EFFECTIVE FOCAL LENGTH
- PARENT FOCAL LENGTH
- DISPLACEMENT AXIS
- OPTICAL AXIS
- (0,0) OF PARABOLA
- FOR Ø.125 DOWEL PIN (SLIP FIT)
- 3X #8-32 UNC - 2B THRU

NOTES:
- UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
- REFLECTOR SURFACE QUALITY: ELECTROFORM REFLECTOR FROM MASTER TOOL WITH SPECULAR SURFACE FINISH OF 60-50 SC RATING H-DIG PER MIL-O-13830A.
- MOUNT BONDED TO REFLECTOR USING EPOXY.
- REFLECTOR: ELECTROFORMED - NICKEL LSN TYPE 1.
MOUNT: 6061-T6 ALUMINUM, BLACK ANODIZ FINISH.